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The snow that fell the night before remained scattered in dirty clumps on the side of 

the road. The rain, softly misting the windows of the car, would make sure it all melted away 

by morning. 

Brad didn’t even seem to notice that the wipers weren’t on. Lullaby rain, that’s what 

Mom called it. Mom always has a name for everything. 

I looked out the window of the car and up at the night sky. There weren’t many tall 

buildings downtown, and not many streetlights. Not in a small city like ours. I could just 

barely make out grey clouds against the black sky. Big, silent clouds that rolled on forever, 

past this downtown to the next one over, connecting every downtown in the world. How 

small we are. 

I wondered what I would be doing if I was at home instead. Mom was working the 

late shift at the store. Every time I got the house to myself, I always had a feeling of 

excitement. Like something epic was about to happen. Freedom in my solitude! The night 

was mine! I’d probably just find every way to waste it, though. 

 

There was nothing suspicious about four guys driving downtown. Especially on a 

Tuesday night. We could be making a beer run. We could be going to a Badgers game. We 

could be on our way to a concert. Not that any big pop star would ever make a stop in our 

small burg. 

Well, I guess that wasn’t entirely true. The residents frequently talked about how Led 

Zeppelin played here once. Back before they tore down the stadium in 1980 to make way for 

an ultra-mall. The good ol’ days of music, they called it. Led Zeppelin probably only dropped 

by on the way to Syracuse or something. Their tour bus was probably getting gas and they 

thought they could make some quick money and meet some local girls. I don’t think any big 

star would ever stop here on purpose. 

If we had been going to a concert, I guess it would be a local show of some sort. 

Mom always said to never judge a book by its cover, but none of us in the car seemed like to 

type who would be into the local music scene. It would be a hard sell to the cop that pulled 

us over.  
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It would be a lot more believable for us to be going to a Badgers game. Dave in the 

front seat had mentioned that he used to be on the team. I assumed he was the oldest of us, 

having graduated almost four years ago now. Not that we, we in the general sense, I certainly 

didn’t play, were any big-time college team or anything. But anybody wearing that football 

patch was an automatic local hero. 

Dave had thick, beautiful, brunette locks stuffed under his backwards Green 

Mountain College Badgers cap, hair tucked behind his ears occasionally coming loose and 

framing his statuesque square jaw. A healthy, athletic male specimen that once hid muscles 

under a modest, grey Badgers hoodie, he was maybe more flab and beer gut now. Four years 

removed, and he still dressed like he was going to class in the morning and practice in the 

afternoon. I’d bet he still hangs out with the same bunch of guys from the team. 

I couldn’t tell if it was envy I was feeling. Envy of not being cool like Dave, who was 

able to walk into the college bar and have all the girls fall for him and hang on every cheesy 

line. Having that one-liner in your back pocket of, “Hey I’m on the football team,” opened 

all the doors in the world, and must be a great feeling. 

But I guess I didn’t mind his type so much anymore. Funny how when you were in 

school, it seemed important to hate everything about being a jock, but after you graduated, it 

mattered so much less. Maybe I’d even find myself at the college store one day, looking to 

pick out a mug or a throw rug or something. 

Not like Dave’s football line would do him any good now. He wasn’t in any better of 

a situation than I was at the moment. 

It definitely wasn’t a beer run. We weren’t even friends. The four of us had only just 

met at Brad’s parents’ house before getting into his mom’s old station wagon. Apart from 

civil ice-breaker banter and brief introductions, the ride downtown had mostly been in 

silence. 

Each of us individually knew Brad. He was one year ahead of me in school, and was 

the outgoing and friendly type that actually bothered to talk to lower class-men. You could 

always find him hanging around the cafe or the campus green. He had said hi and stopped to 

chat with me a few times when he was running for president of some club. I hadn’t thought 

he’d still remember me from those brief interactions. Also, it was kind of funny that 

someone always wearing a long black overcoat and jeans would be running for president of a 

club. 
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Maybe it was the Breakfast Club. Brad and Dave were laughing and chatting about 

something in the front of the car. It reminded me of the unlikely friendship between bad boy 

Judd Nelson and sports jock Emilio Estevez. I guess Brad kind of looked like Judd a little bit. 

I assumed that Brad and Dave knew each other from the alumni program. I had seen 

their names listed as their respective class representatives when I glanced through the 

monthly newsletter. They probably went to school-sponsored soirees for alumni., swirling 

champagne and patting each other on the backs, laughing and toasting each other for... 

something. 

I used to read every page of the newsletter with some kind of sense of pride or 

belonging. But being two years out of college and still unemployed, I guess I wasn’t so eager 

to find out how my classmates were doing much better than I was. I especially didn’t want to 

read anything about the younger class who just graduated with spectacular jobs and life-

defining careers. 

I felt comfortable with the guys in the car. We were all unemployed and on the 

desperate side. Why else would we be taking such a big risk tonight? 

 

Eric and I shared the back seat of the station wagon. I knew Eric from school, but I 

wasn’t sure how Eric knew Brad. Eric and I were in the same year and had been in some of 

the same classes together. Maybe Psychology 101; everyone took Psyche 101. Some said it 

was for the excellent professor, but I was almost certain it was for the easy A. I don’t even 

remember what the name of the professor was. Maybe that’s why I didn’t get that easy A. 

The first year of school had been difficult for me and I spent a lot of nights awake in 

front of the laptop screen, which meant a lot of time in classes tired and spaced out. I always 

tried to hide myself by sitting in the back row. 

Eric was the other person that had shared the back row with me. He had struck me 

as a loner, always a hoodie hiding his curly, red hair. He was always in a slouch that made 

him look smaller in his chair, always chewing on a pen. Never made a comment in class. 

Never asked a question. Never volunteered for anything. I never saw him walking or eating 

or hanging with anyone. 

I remember being surprised seeing him at a dorm party once. I was a bit of a loner 

and had been trying to put myself out there. I had always consoled myself that Eric was a 
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bigger loner than me. But I guess it takes one to know one. Maybe he consoled himself using 

me. 

Sitting next to me in the car, I could barely see Eric’s face under his hooded wind 

breaker. I’m sure he recognized me, but he didn’t say anything. I tried to give him a friendly 

nod to acknowledge our Back Row Club history. Maybe we could share a brainless banter 

joke about how our Back Row Club had turned into the Back Seat Club. Maybe I could 

reach out an olive branch and be his connection to the foursome we had in the car. 

He wouldn’t have any of it and only stared out of the window, trying hard to 

disengage from the rest of us. He had his hands stuffed in his pockets and looked like he was 

freezing. He smelled like damp cigarettes. A good, industrious, honest smell I took as a 

positive omen for tonight. 

The smell reminded me of the time I spent winter break working in a distribution 

center warehouse, picking, packing, and moving boxes in the cold. The people I worked with 

had been a mixture of ex-cons and blue-collar types, the kind that all lived paycheck-to-

paycheck. I had gotten the job through my mom’s boyfriend at the time. I thought I could 

help Mom out with some extra money around the house. 

The job was physically demanding. After each day, the soles of my feet were raw 

from walking back and forth across the expansive, two-football-field-sized warehouse. My 

body would be completely worn and constantly hungry. The cold penetrated any layers of 

clothes and wrapped her steely fingers around my bones. The sun never came out once. 

On breaks, the others would stand outside in the designated smoking area, trying to 

chain as many cigarettes as they could. That was the first time I tried cigarettes. It had been 

an effort to fit in. I attempted smoking on my own first, so as not to look like a fool in front 

of the others. Come to think of it, I had bought a pack and tried one behind the mall we 

were driving to now. 

Cold rain and cigarettes, the smell reminded me of the pain and frustrations of an 

honest day’s labor. Somehow, I had felt a sense of accomplishment. But I vowed I would 

never go back to a physical job after that winter. What I wouldn’t do for a job now; any job.  

Brad and Dave laughed out loud at some joke they made. “Right Eric?” Brad tried to 

make eye contact with Eric through the rearview mirror. Eric ignored him and continued to 

stare into the fog he was making on the window with his breath. Brad and Dave continued 

their conversation. I instantly felt so alone. Looked like I was the odd one out. As usual. 
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It would definitely be difficult to believe we were going on a beer run. One quick 

glance in the car and anyone, let alone a seasoned police officer, would be able to sense that 

we belonged to different walks of social life. Even if the three of them had been friends, they 

would never be hanging out with someone like me. I wasn’t good at sports, I didn’t have 

good grades, I didn’t have any friends, I wasn’t a cool school drug dealer, and I didn’t have a 

job. Why would any of these guys hang out with a useless person like me? I would give the 

whole thing away. What would I contribute? Why had Brad approached me, anyway? 

 

I remember it had been at a baseball game. I was with Mom, sitting a few rows 

behind first base. She always enjoyed going to the game. It reminded her of the days when 

dad was still around. 

Mom went to get some hot dogs and garlic fries. I felt bad that she was paying for 

everything. Young college graduate, I should be the one treating her. I should be the one 

buying her hotdogs and fries. 

Mom had always told me to stop being so hard on myself; that it’d be raining jobs 

once the economy turned around. I didn’t know if either of us believed that entirely. She 

knew I’d probably have a better chance if I moved to a larger city; not a lot of jobs to go 

around in our small, cozy town. But I guess neither of us wanted that. 

Mom and I had grown extremely close after dad died. That was almost 15 years ago 

now. We had done everything together and became best friends. That type of relationship 

had made us the target of an unfair share of jokes in middle school and high school. But 

then, it suddenly became something girls found sweet in college. Funny how things turned 

around. 

I became aware early on that it wasn’t easy for Mom to raise me alone. Money was 

always tight. I tried to help out by picking up jobs here and there, but Mom thought that 

kids should have fun and focus on school, and not worry about adult things until they 

became adults. I tried helping her save by not asking for trendy things my friends at school 

had. That resulted in me being made fun of a lot for my frumpy clothes and lack of style. 

The teasing made me hate school, but I knew I was helping Mom out, and that’s all I really 

cared about.  
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Brad had sat down in Mom’s seat. I was overcome with a sudden wave of extreme 

discomfort. Wasn’t he afraid that she would come back any second with the food? Wouldn’t 

he feel awkward that he was in her seat? I glanced around like a nervous criminal. 

He introduced himself, reached for a handshake, and said he recognized me from 

college. I pretended that I had trouble remembering him. Somehow, he knew I had been 

struggling to find a job. He proposed the idea of the bank robbery to me and asked if I was 

interested, said that he was putting a crew together and could definitely use a guy like me. 

He said it so openly and so casually that I thought he was joking. I mean, who says 

those things at a baseball game? My emotions were mixed. At the same time, I was extremely 

flattered that he specifically sought me out and definitely needed a guy like me. The feeling 

of being needed was amazing. Even if it was for a bank robbery. 

For some reason, I felt no apprehension or guilt about the idea of robbing a bank. In 

fact, I was excited for the chance to make big bucks to help Mom out and buy her dream 

house. For sure, I was in. I shook Brad’s hand and promised to meet him at the library the 

next day to discuss plans.  

 

My senior year of high school, the house next door to ours went up for sale. I knew 

Mom loved that house and had had her eye on it for a long time. In the evenings, after 

dinner, she would take extra time doing the dishes while staring through the kitchen window 

with longing. She went to the open houses so many times that the agents all knew her by 

first name. She’d even bake cookies for them and personally deliver them just for an excuse 

to be there. 

But she had to make the hard choice between putting a down payment on the house 

or sending me to college. I always promised myself that I would make use of the college 

degree, get a high paying job, and buy her that house. 

Sometime during my second semester, a young couple bought it and put some 

furniture in, but never seemed to move in themselves. I was away at school, but Mom 

reported how they would stay for a weekend at the house and wouldn’t be back for months. 

Her theory was that they lived in the city and the place was an investment / holiday home. 

They’d come up once in a while to check up on the house and enjoy a romantic weekend 

away from the city. 
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It was extremely annoying to me that my mom’s life goal dream house was someone 

else’s side project. They didn’t love the house like my mom did. How could they? They 

hadn’t grown up here. They hadn’t lost loved ones here. They hadn’t struggled like we did 

here. It disgusted me. 

I always told myself that I had a few more years to go, and then I’d be able to make 

them an offer they couldn’t refuse. I know Mom never counted on it, but it gave her a 

glimmer of hope, and maybe even pride, when I mentioned it. Now that I couldn’t even find 

work and Mom still had to support the both of us, every day she saw her dream house next 

door fade farther away. 

Sometimes, Mom would refuse to acknowledge its existence for days on end. The 

curtains would remain drawn on the kitchen windows that faced the house. My room faced 

it, too, but I refused to draw my curtains. The house served as motivation for me. I know 

Mom was trying to make peace with the reality of our situation. The smile on Mom’s face 

when I handed her the keys would make it all worth it. If only things would come together 

for me. 

 

“I told you the bank would be closed,” Eric said while tapping a pack of cigarettes 

against his palm. The car slid by the bank on the opposite side of the street, the large, empty 

mall parking lot on our right. “Why would the bank be open so late?” 

It seemed Brad and Dave had run out of things to laugh about. The car was quiet as 

we turned into the empty mall parking lot. Brad hardly stepped on the gas. Maybe he was 

trying to be silent; maybe he was just trying to conserve gas. 

The parking lot was deserted, and we had our pick of spaces. Brad parked in the 

middle of the lot in such a way that the driver’s side of the car was parallel to the street. It 

gave Brad and Eric a clear view of the bank, but Dave and I had to crane our necks to see.  

The car clicked and cricked as it settled. The air within grew stuffy. Each slight 

movement one of us made was audible. A swish of our puffy thick winter jackets, a creak in 

the old leather seats. A scratch, a sniffle, a cough. 

The windows started fogging up next. Eric rolled down his window and lit a cigarette. 

Cold air rushed in. 

I noticed a high-pitched sound from outside, a constant mechanical moan. No, a 

whine, wavering, floating in the cold night air. I looked around to see what it could be, but 
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there was nothing. Just empty parking lot and spots of light from towering lamp posts. 

Maybe it was the generator powering the mall behind us. Maybe it was the power flowing to 

the lamps. Maybe it was the powerful lamp lightbulbs burning their filament. 

We were parked in front of a lamp post that had a poster on it. ‘Missing: Harry 

Vanderhaiden. Information leading to an arrest will be rewarded.’ The picture was black and 

white and of a young kid with a bowl-shaped haircut, a snub, round nose, and an annoying 

kid smile. The eyes stared out into nothing. 

I remembered that kid. He couldn’t have been more than 12. He went missing a 

while ago. I guessed it was an old poster. I wondered if the towns cops gave up the search 

yet. I was sure the parents hadn’t given up. If I were his parent, I wouldn’t give up. 

It had been something like a few months already. The police would know the 

statistics of finding a missing person after the first 48 hours weren’t good. They were 

probably feeding the parents phrases of encouragement to ease the situation while doing 

nothing to investigate.  

Brad let out a sigh and, without breaking his stare at the bank, asked, “So what’s the 

deal, Eric?” 

Eric exhaled smoke. “I’ve been hanging out here every night of the week between 5 

and 11 and freezing my ass off. Nothing goes on. No cops patrolling, no people walking. It’s 

too cold for even the hookers to be working. Nothing’s different from what you guys saw 

when you came through the other night. Nothing happens around here. Ever!” Eric spat out 

his words. There was a lot more emotion in his voice than I thought he was capable of. 

“Well, we’re about to make something happen. Here’s the plan.” Brad turned around 

in his seat so that he could face the rest of us in the car. “The entire city operates using an 

old sewer system that was built in the 1800s. It’s large and cavernous down there. Dave and 

I scouted it out the other night.” 

Brad was talking directly to me now, and gave a nod each towards Dave, then Eric. 

“We climb down any of the manholes in this mall parking lot, and we enter the sewer 

system.” I nodded in agreement. 

 

Brad and I had met up at the public library a week after he approached me at the 

baseball game. There was a section in the library that contained city records and historical 

documents of the city. Hardly anybody ever went to that section. Occasionally, construction 
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contractors and Professor Higgins, the college history professor, would go there to look up a 

thing or two, but that was pretty much it. 

I only knew about it because I had spent a few semesters working at the library. The 

job had a good work-to-pay ratio, meaning I didn’t have to work too hard for decent pay. I 

handled the front desk and put books back on the shelves. 

I hated working the front desk, having to deal with questions and people. I took the 

shifts that allowed me to spend most of my time in the stacks. It was a special type of 

loneliness, but I enjoyed it. Row after row, shelf after shelf of dense pages were good 

insulation from the rest of the world. I especially liked being in the basement where the 

oldest books and city paperwork was kept.  

When Brad and I went down to the basement, it was to test out a theory he had. The 

theory was inspired by how old our town was, how proud the town was of being old, and 

with it, the arrogance of avoiding updating and upgrading anything. 

The bank was especially guilty of this. It was one of the first buildings and 

institutions in the town’s creation myth. The owners took extra pride in their historic 

relevance and operated as the friendly neighborhood savings and loans establishment. Their 

motto might as well have been, ‘we keep your change so you don’t have to.’ 

Brad and I started with the blueprints of the city’s sewer system. I knew my way 

around the documents. I pulled them from long, flat, metal drawers and laid them out on the 

table for Brad. The sewer system below the bank was the focal point, and we soon realized 

that all the sewers tunnels were connected in one large, grid-like system. Laying the city map 

over the sewer, we realized that not only the bank was accessible by the tunnels, but most of 

the other buildings downtown, as well. 

It was a stroke of pure luck that the sewer had a manhole opening that actually lead 

straight into the bank vault! Brad’s original plan was to only enter the bank building via the 

tunnels, and the vault would have to be a whole other issue to solve. This discovery actually 

moved the entire operation timetable ahead by a lot. 

At the end of the research session, he gave my shoulder a firm squeeze to show his 

content with the day’s results. He smiled and let out a sigh of confidence, as if we had the 

money in our hands already. 
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“Let’s just do it. Let’s go!” Dave, the man of action. He pumped his fists together, 

like breaking from a huddle, ready for the play. The force of him mashing his hands rocked 

his seat a little.  

“So, did you guys see whether the bank vault manhole cover had any type of security 

system?” The answer seemed obvious, but I couldn’t help but ask. 

“If it did, we wouldn’t be here, man!” Dave replied, using a tone that indicated how 

idiotic he thought the question was. I shrank away from Dave’s side of the car a bit. There 

seemed to be a bit of tension in the air that the mechanical whine underlined.  

“Did you guys bring the equipment I told you to bring?” Brad asked to break the 

awkwardness and move things along. He scanned the bags we each carried. 

“I got the crowbar,” Eric replied. He made no attempt to show it and only kicked his 

bag on the ground and exhaled smoke out the window. Brad turned his head towards Dave 

and Dave reached in his backpack, bringing out a few pairs of black gloves. I got a glimpse 

of flashlights and wire cutters and rope. I couldn’t see what else he had. 

There was a pause. I guessed it was my turn. I breathed in nervously, like a little kid 

knowing he made a mistake and bracing for his parents’ impending scolding.  

“I couldn’t get my dad’s gun,” I admitted. “My mom took a late shift at the store 

tonight and she brings it in case, you know, for the crazies.” I avoided eye contact with the 

others in the car, feeling the seething pressure of their judging eyes. I was the weakest link. I 

knew it. I had let the crew down. 

“I brought a kitchen knife, though.” I pulled out a large, 7-inch blade by the handle. 

As far as I could tell, it was a pretty good knife from a pretty good brand. A brand that 

seemed to be above Mom’s budget, and she probably had gotten it from a grocery store 

lucky draw. I used it on the nights Mom was working late and I had to cook dinner. It cut 

tenderly through chicken, flesh and bone. I never had any problems using it. Sometimes, 

even enjoyed it.  

Eric snickered, hiding what would have been an audible giggle. He covered his face 

and shook his head. Brad and David remained silent, staring at my knife. I didn’t understand. 

It was a good weapon. 

The whining coming from outside amplified the awkwardness. I focused on it to 

escape the situation inside the car. It helped cover Eric’s insensitive, unsupportive snicker, 

but I could still see his smug expression. 
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I got a little annoyed; more than a little annoyed. The anger seemed to be growing 

quickly from unknown depths, somewhere from the dense darkness in my gut. 

 

I had felt this before. I felt it when Harry kept teasing me. The beautiful boy I had 

been watching for months from the park bench. I had wanted to be alone with him so badly. 

I didn’t know why. I didn’t know where the desire had come from. I had never felt anything 

like this before. I was consumed by an overpowering urge to be close with him, to have him 

like me. 

Finally, the urge had overcome my logic, and somehow, I lured him into the woods 

alone with me to check out my fictitious tree house. All the kid did was laugh at my slightly 

oversized nose and tease me about how I was a loser who had an unhealthy crush on my 

mom and no friends. 

Harry’s teasing seared and burned. I didn’t know why I was so angry. I was an adult. 

A college graduate. He was a ridiculous child that had no impact on anything in this world. 

But his immature and unfiltered observations hit sensitive points that revealed truths I 

refused to acknowledge. Logic and control left, evaporating from the top of my head. It 

seemed that the kid fed off my anger because the angrier I got, the more relentlessly he 

tormented me. So childish! 

I felt my hands and my cheeks quivering. I knew Harry could see and he would 

definitely make fun of them in a minute. How fat they were; how rosy they were. Was I an 

angry boy? Was I going to start crying? 

Before he could say anything, I punched his face. He was stunned. Eyes wide, Harry 

reached up and touched his nose. Tears automatically started to well. I had grabbed his hair 

and threw him head-first into the tree. It was easy. So strangely easy. Much more satisfying 

than I anticipated. I didn’t plan to kill him, but it seemed like exactly what I needed to do 

now. 

Why had I started this? Why did I have the urge to be with him, and now suddenly, 

really wanted to kill him? To feel the life escape from his body? To feel his corpse lie on the 

ground next to me? Was I not capable of having friends? Was I not capable of being normal 

around other people? Was I fit for society? 

Harry had crawled on the ground. Was he dazed, the wind knocked out of him, or 

was he pretending? 
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There was only one way this could end now. It was too late to take it all back. I 

kicked him as hard as I could in the stomach. Like Charlie Brown and Lucy in those football 

scenes, I put so much force into it that, if this little body hadn’t been there, I would have 

done a Charlie Brown backflip. 

I looked around for where I had dropped my backpack. I reached in and pulled out 

the knife. 

It was a hot, sweaty struggle of an afternoon burying Harry Vanderhaiden. Dragging 

his body to a spot away from the trail. Digging a deep hole with rocks and my hands. Good 

to know Harry Vanderhaiden was still missing, I guess. 

 

A sharp pain struck the side of my head. The mechanical whine was so intense now 

that it was giving me a headache, like a searing hot ice pick to the brain. I looked back and 

forth from Dave’s face to Brad’s to Eric’s. Could they hear it? Was I the only one? Why 

weren’t they saying anything? Their judging eyes, piercing, judging eyes. I knew I messed up, 

but a knife offered protection, too! If only they knew what this knife could do.  

Dave joined in on the snickering. I could see his big, empty, football player-head 

peering around the car seat, shaking and laughing at how pathetic I was. He was smiling an 

annoying smile that I wanted to smack right clean off. 

Eric threw his cigarette out the window. “If there are security guards in there, they 

are going to have guns. You think a kitchen knife is going to scare them away? C’mon Hell’s 

Kitchen, that’s not gonna do shit.” 

This was the most I’d ever heard Eric speak in his life. Why couldn’t this kid just stay 

quiet? Back row mother fucker. 

Dave nodded in agreement. “Dude, you had one thing. One thing!” 

Brad sighed and looked at his watch. “Dammit, what happened to the gun? That’s 

the one thing we needed you here for. Our parents don’t have guns, yours does.” 

I hated that I had let Brad down. He was the one that reached down from the clouds 

and offered me a pathway to heaven. A solution to break out of this humdrum life. My hurt 

must have shown in my eyes. 

I really wanted to be home now, enjoying that exciting feeling of solitude when I had 

the whole house to myself. How I would promise myself that I would spend it doing 
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something productive, but only end up doing something completely useless. Not sitting here 

with these clowns. 

This damned high-pitched whine was driving metal spikes through my brain. The 

bank job was never going to work, anyway. The goddamned sound. I closed my eyes tight 

and saw fireworks. 

I heard Eric light another cigarette. My hand acted on its own. It gripped the handle 

of the knife like I was drawing Excalibur from the stone. The power, the might. It was 

meant to be. The blade sunk in Eric’s stomach. His stunned eyes went wide. The cigarette 

dropped from his loose lips. He was dead and he didn’t even know it. 

The blade came out and found the bottom of Brad’s face, through the chin and into 

the brain. How accurate I was. How powerful I was. Never was I this accurate or powerful 

in any gym class. If only they had head stabbing in 7th grade. 

Dave scrambled with his seat belt and burst out of the car. He ripped open my door. 

Big man wanted to be a hero, save himself and his friends. Hadn’t he listened when I told 

them I never had problems with this knife? I slashed his face, tearing a large gash on that 

sculpted Greek nose. 

He dragged me by the legs out of the car. I felt concrete against the back of my head 

and tasted metal in my mouth. I was furious. The sky lit up with bright light and I could no 

longer control my actions. 

My cheeks shook but my hand was steady. Dave lunged at me and the knife was 

waiting for him. What do you think about this stupid little kitchen knife now, Dave? It 

slipped easily into his torso. I felt the warmth of blood. He was on top of me. 

He squirmed and fought and punched me in the face. Good. Good. The more he 

struggled, the deeper the knife cut. He was killing himself, really. I just hoped my hand 

wouldn’t give out. I just had to hold the blade steady. 

Dave had mentioned once that he used to be on the school football team. He had a 

large frame and was pretty damned heavy. His body blanketed me, and I felt his lifeless 

weight on top of my body. Crushing, smothering, comforting. 

I struggled to sit up against the car. I could see my breath in the night, drifting 

upwards and disappearing in the parking lot lights. The mechanical whine softly floated, 

wavering in the air. The headache was gone. 
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I cradled Dave’s head in my arms, my back against the cool metal door. I could feel 

the weight and the warmth of the thick blood soaking the down feathers in my jacket. If only 

it were so simple. So easy. So warm. The way Mom would lick her finger and wipe imaginary 

smudges off my face when she dropped me off at school. The smell of her spit drying on my 

cheek. The way she ran her fingers through my hair, kind of like how I was running my 

fingers through your beautiful brunette hair now, Dave. 

I got out from under Dave. I took him by the armpits and dragged him into the 

backseat, next to Eric. I went around to the driver’s side and opened the door. Brad was 

slumped over the middle console with his head in the back seat. I pulled him by the back of 

the collar and dragged him to the ground outside the car. Then I put my hands under his 

arms and pulled him around to the front passenger side. 

There was a trail of blood, but I wasn’t bothered to do anything about it. Maybe it’ll 

rain more later tonight and wash it away for me. Together with Dave’s blood stain, maybe 

people will think spray painting hooligans were up to no good and accidentally spilled some 

of their red-brown paint on the ground. 

I pushed Brad into the seat and helped him with his seatbelt. I got into the driver’s 

seat, closed the door, and started the car.  

There was nothing suspicious about four guys driving downtown on a Tuesday night. 

The lullaby rain had stopped, and the night was still. I paused at the red light in front of the 

bank. The inside of the car was dead quiet. It was a nice moment of comfortable silence. No 

social anxieties, no obligations to make conversation, no awkwardness. A sigh of content. 

Then, a sigh of frustration. This peace couldn’t last. I’d have to hide the bodies 

before morning and get home before Mom got back from her shift. No, no. I couldn’t go 

home. The attention. The police. Worst of all, the rumors. All of it would definitely get to 

her. Her life would become a nightmare with the source of it living in the room down the 

hall.  

 

I watched Mom enter my bedroom from the small window in the attic of the dream 

house across the street. There was a slight pause as she noticed it was empty. She glanced at 

her watch and went out for a minute. She called my name. She came back in my room. 
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Then, there was the pause I was waiting for. She put her hand to her mouth as she 

discovered the letter on the bed. ‘I love you, Mom. But I have to leave to find myself. Will 

call you soon.’ 

Poor Mom. She didn’t know anything. The world of hurt that would come down on 

her if I stayed... The world of disappointment and struggle. It was better this way. 

Mom clutched the letter to her chest, closed her eyes, gave an emphatic nod, 

breathed in a sigh of courage and opened her eyes, full of hope and best wishes for her 

insane son. 

I pulled the curtains of the attic windows and lay down on the wooden floor. I felt 

comfort in the wood, one with nature. 

I thought about how I hid the car full of bodies in the woods near where Harry was 

buried. I thought about how unreal everything was. I thought how if the young couple that 

owned the house were to show up, what might I do? 

Then, I drifted into a deep, peaceful sleep like I had never slept before.  

 

When I woke up, it was night. I parted the curtains and looked out. There were grey 

clouds against the black sky. Big, silent clouds reflected the light from the stars and from the 

incredible, glorious moon. 

I opened the window and felt the nippy, cold air. I had a desire. Freedom was calling 

and I had the urge to answer it. I took off my shirt and my pants and left them in a neat, 

folded pile beside the window. I reached into my backpack and pulled out the knife. I leapt 

out of the window and into the night, rolling in the grass and running down the street. As I 

ran, I spread my arms out, embracing the freedom of the night. I ran and ran and ran. 

Before I knew it, there it was. The bank. The parking lot. The mechanical whine. The 

poster of Harry Vanderhaiden. Running downtown on a Wednesday night, I stopped, 

dripping sweat glistening in the moon. 

I saw a young couple fumbling with an umbrella. I felt that exciting feeling. Like that 

feeling you get when something epic was about to happen. Freedom in my solitude. The 

night was mine! 
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More Great Stuff From IABDPresents! 

 

 

Syndicated Nightmares is a re-watch podcast covering the obscure 80s horror 

anthology series, Freddy’s Nightmares. Hosted by Dave Berman and Michelle 

Hanson, each week they take a deep dive into the series from the A Nightmare 

on Elm’s Street franchise, talking you through the episode (so you don’t need to 

find and watch it) and breaking down the story. Subscribe wherever you listen to 

podcasts. 

 

 

 

Samantha Stark knows you’re busy, so she presents micro-fiction. Each stand-alone story is 

usually only a page or two long. Enjoy these short bursts to tide you over. 

 

Season Three is currently available free for a limited time at iabdpresents.com, and you can 

purchase ebooks of seasons one and two, with exclusive accompanying illustrations from a 

variety of artists, never before released! Season Three will soon be taken down for the same 

treatment. 

 

Season Four will premiere in January. 
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